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Abstract
To improve the eciency of model checking in general, and probabilistic model checking in particular, several
reduction techniques have been introduced. Two of these, conuence reduction and partial-order reduction
by means of ample sets, are based on similar principles, and both preserve branching-time properties for
probabilistic models. Conuence reduction has been introduced for probabilistic automata, whereas ample
set reduction has been introduced for Markov decision processes.
This paper explores the relationship between conuence and ample sets. To this end, we redene con-
uence reduction to handle MDPs. We show that all non-trivial ample sets consist of conuent transitions,
but that the converse is not true. We also show that the two notions coincide if the denition of conuence
is restricted, and point out the relevant parts where the two theories dier. The results we present also hold
for non-probabilistic models, as our theorems can just as well be applied in a context where all transitions
are non-probabilistic.
To show a practical application of our results, we adapt a state space generation technique based on
representative states, already known in combination with conuence reduction, so that it can also be applied
with partial-order reduction.
Keywords: Conuence reduction, partial-order reduction, ample sets, probabilistic branching time,
Markov decision processes
1. Introduction
Probabilistic model checking has proved to be an eective way for improving the quality of communication
protocols and encryption techniques, but also for studying biological systems or measuring the performance
of networks. The omnipresent state-space explosion poses a serious threat to the eciency of model checking
and similar methods, which is why several reduction techniques have been introduced to deal with large
systems.
Recently, two reduction techniques from non-probabilistic model checking were generalised to the proba-
bilistic setting: partial-order reduction [1, 2, 3] and conuence reduction [4, 5]. Both make use of some kind
of notion of independence between transitions of a system, and try to reduce the state space by eliminating
redundant paths through the system (and therefore often also states).
Partial-order reduction, in the form of ample sets, was the rst notion to be generalised. In [6] and [7],
the concept was lifted from labelled transition systems to Markov decision processes, providing reductions
that preserve quantitative LTLnX. These techniques were rened in [8] to also preserve probabilistic CTL,
a branching logic. Later, a revision of partial-order reduction for distributed schedulers was introduced and
implemented in PRISM [9].
Recently, also conuence reduction was lifted to the probabilistic realm. In [10, 11] a probabilistic variant
was introduced that, just like the ample set reduction of [8], preserves branching properties. It was dened
Preprint submitted to Elsevier June 3, 2011as a reduction technique for action-based probabilistic automata [12], but as we will show in this paper, it
can easily be used in the context of Markov decision processes.
Ample sets and conuent transitions are dened and detected quite dierently: ample sets are dened
by rst giving an independence relation for the action labels, whereas conuence is a property of a set of
(invisible) transitions in the nal state space. Even so, the underlying ideas are similar on the intuitive
level. Therefore, an obvious question is: to what extent do they indeed coincide? This paper addresses this
question by comparing the notion of probabilistic ample sets from [8] to the notion of strongly probabilistic
conuent sets from [10].
We show that conuence reduction is strictly more powerful than ample set reduction, by proving that
every non-trivial ample set can be mimicked by a conuent set, while also providing examples where conuent
transitions do not qualify as ample sets. In such cases, conuence reduction is able to reduce more than ample
set reduction. Additionally, we precisely pinpoint in what way conuence is more general than ample sets,
and restrict the denition of conuence to make it coincide with ample sets. Although the additional power
of conuence might be dicult to put to use by syntactic heuristics, our precise comparison of conuence and
partial-order reduction at the least lls a gap in our theoretical understanding of the two notions. Moreover,
the results we present support the idea that conuence reduction is a well-suited alternative to the thus far
more often used partial-order reduction method, for instance in contexts where the heuristics for detecting
conuence might be much easier (as seems to be the case for process-algebraic modelling languages).
The theory is presented in such a way, that the results hold for non-probabilistic automata as well, as
they form a special case of the theory, when all probability distributions are deterministic.
Our ndings imply that results and techniques applicable to conuence, can be used in conjunction with
ample sets. As an example of such a technique, we show how a state space generation technique based
on representative states, already known in the context of conuence reduction, can also be applied with
partial-order reduction. The technique makes the cycle condition of ample sets redundant, in addition to
further reducing the number of states and transitions. The latter is important, especially if the MDP is to
be subjected to further analysis.
Overview of the paper. After recalling some basic preliminaries in Section 2, we present the notions of
partial-order reduction and conuence reduction in Section 3, also showing that conuence reduction for
MDPs preserves PCTL

nX in the same way as ample sets. Then, in Section 4 we discuss that ample set
reduction can be thought of as a special case of conuence reduction, and introduce the restrictions to make
them coincide. In Section 5 we consider the use of the so-called representation map in the context of ample
set reduction. Section 6 concludes the paper and provides directions for future work.
2. Preliminaries
Denition 1 (Probability distributions). A probability distribution over a countable set S is a function
: S ! [0;1] such that
P
s2S (s) = 1. We dene spt() = fs 2 S j (s) > 0g, and write 1t for the
deterministic distribution  determined by (t) = 1. We use Distr(S) to denote the set of all probability
distributions over S, including the substochastic distribution ? that assigns probability 0 to every s 2 S.
The model on which probabilistic partial-order reduction is dened is the Markov decision process.
It consists of states that are labelled by atomic propositions, an initial state, and a probabilistic action-
labelled transition function. From each state s, a subset of the actions is enabled; for every such action a, a
probabilities distribution P(s;a) species for each other state s0 the likelihood P(s;a)(s0) of ending up in s0
after taking action a from s.
Denition 2 (MDPs). A Markov decision process (MDP) is tuple M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L), where
 S is a nite set of states;
  is a nite set of action labels;
 P : (S  ) ! Distr(S) is the probabilistic transition function;
2 s0 2 S is the initial state;
 AP is the set of atomic propositions;
 L: S ! 2AP is the labelling function.
If P(s;a) = ?, the action a is not enabled from s. Otherwise, P(s;a)(s0) is the probability of going to s0
when executing a from s.
We use several notions when working with MDPs. The next denition introduces the set of transitions of
the MDP, and introduces the notation (s;a;) to denote a transition from s, taking an action a and having a
next-state distribution . Also, we dene transitions to be deterministic if their distribution always chooses
a certain next state with probability 1, and introduce a notation for paths through an MDP.
Denition 3 (Notations for MDPs). Given an MDP M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L), we denote the set of all
possible transitions of M by
M = f(s;a;) 2 S    Distr(S) j P(s;a) =  6= ?g;
and write s  
a ! s0 if there exists a distribution  2 Distr(S) such that (s;a;) 2 M and s0 2 spt().
Moreover, we write s  
a ! if s  
a ! s0 for some s0 2 S, and dene en(s) = fa 2  j s  
a !g.
We say that (s;a;) is a deterministic transition if  is deterministic, and that a is a deterministic
action if all a-labelled transitions are deterministic.
We write s  
a1a2:::an           ! s0 if there exists a sequence of states s0s1 :::sn such that s0 = s, sn = s0 and
si  
ai+1     ! si+1 for every 0  i < n, and write s  
a1a2:::an           ! if s  
a1a2:::an           ! s0 for some s0 2 S.
For a given MDP, a wide class of reductions can be dened using the construct called a reduction function.
Informally, such a function decides for each state which outgoing actions are enabled in the reduced MDP.
The transition function of the reduced MDP then consists of all transitions that are still enabled after the
reduction function is applied, and the set of states consists of all states that are still reachable using the
reduced transition function.
Denition 4 (Reduction functions). Given an MDP M = (SM;;PM;s0;AP;LM), a reduction function
is any function R: S ! 2 with R(s)  en(s) for every s 2 S. Given a reduction function R, the reduced
MDP for M with respect to R is the minimal MDP MR = (SR;;PR;s0;AP;LR) such that
 If s 2 SR and a 2 R(s), then PR(s;a) = PM(s;a) and spt(PM(s;a))  SR;
 If s 2 SR and a = 2 R(s), then PR(s;a) = ?;
 LR(s) = LM(s) for every s 2 SR,
where minimal should be interpreted as having the smallest set of states.
Given a reduction function R: S ! 2, we dene R: S ! 2 by
R(s) =

; if R(s) = en(s)
R(s) otherwise
Note that R assigns to each state s the subset of actions that are enabled by R in case a real reduction is
made for s. Otherwise, it assigns no actions to s. The transitions associated with R are called the nontrivial
transitions of the reduction. We say that the reduction function is acyclic if the set of nontrivial transitions
is acyclic (i.e., there is no cyclic path taking only transitions from this set).
When reducing MDPs, we clearly want to retain some behaviour in order to still be able to verify certain
properties. For the two reductions we deal with in this paper, PCTL

nX is preserved (a probabilistic variant
of CTL; see for instance [13]).
33. Ample Sets and Conuence for MDPs
This section presents the theory of the ample set and the conuence reduction techniques. First, we
introduce the concept of stuttering transitions, actions and paths. Also, we need the concepts of weight
functions and probabilistic visible (bi)simulation, as they will be used to prove that our redened variant of
conuence for MDPs also preserves PCTL

nX.
Denition 5 (Stuttering). Given an MDP M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L),
 A transition (s;a;) 2 M is stuttering if L(s0) = L(s) for each s0 2 spt();
 An action a 2  is stuttering if every a-labelled transition is stuttering;
 A path is stuttering if all its transitions are stuttering.
We mark the set of stuttering actions by I  .
Note that (s;a;) may be a stuttering transition even if a is not a stuttering action, but not vice versa.
Denition 6 (Weight functions). Let R  S1  S2 be a binary relation and let  2 Distr(S1) and
 2 Distr(S2) be distributions. We write  vR  if there exists a weight function w: S1  S2 ! [0;1]
such that for all s1 2 S1 and s2 2 S2,
 w(s1;s2) > 0 implies (s1;s2) 2 R;

X
s2S2
w(s1;s) = (s1) and
X
s2S1
w(s;s2) = (s2).
Denition 7 (Probabilistic visible bisimulation). Let M1 = (S1;;P1;s0
1;AP;L1) and M2 = (S2;;P2;s0
2;
AP;L2) be MDPs, and let R  S1  S2 be a binary relation. Then R is a probabilistic visible simulation
for (M1;M2) if (s0
1;s0
2) 2 R and, for every (s;s0) 2 R,
1. L1(s) = L2(s0);
2. If a 2 en(s), then either
(a) a is stuttering and there is a transition (s;a;1t) in M1 such that (t;s0) 2 R, or
(b) there is a nite stuttering and deterministic path s0  
b1:::bn         ! s00 in M2 such that (s;s0
i) 2 R for
every s0
i on it, a 2 en(s00) and P1(s;a) vR P2(s00;a);
3. If there is an innite, stuttering and deterministic path s  
b1b2:::       ! in M1 such that (si;s0) 2 R for every
si on this path, then there is a nite stuttering and deterministic path s0  
a1:::an         ! s0
n in M2, n  1, such
that (s;s0
i) 2 R for every s0
i on this path excluding s0
n, and (sk;s0
n) 2 R for at least one sk on s  
b1b2:::       !.
A binary relation R is a probabilistic visible bisimulation for (M1;M2) if it is a probabilistic visible simu-
lation for (M1;M2) and R 1 is a probabilistic visible simulation for (M2;M1).
We say that two MDPs M1;M2 are probabilistically visibly bisimilar if there is a probabilistic visible
bisimulation that relates them, denoted by M1 pvb M2.
3.1. Ample sets
The partial-order technique we compare to conuence reduction is based on ample sets [8]. To dene
this notion, we rst need to present the notion of independence. Basically, two actions a;b are independent
if they don't disable each other, and if the probability of ending up at any state by rst taking a and then
taking b is the same as when the actions are taken the other way around.
Denition 8 (Independence). Given an MDP M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L), two actions a;b 2  are indepen-
dent if a 6= b and for every state s 2 S such that fa;bg  en(s) the following conditions hold:
 If s0 2 spt(P(s;a)), then b 2 en(s0) (and symmetrically);
4
X
s02S
P(s;a)(s0)  P(s0;b)(t) =
X
s02S
P(s;b)(s0)  P(s0;a)(t), for every t 2 S.
If a and b are not independent, we say that they are dependent. An action a is dependent on a set B if
there exists at least one b 2 B on which a depends.
Denition 9 (Ample set reduction). Let M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L) be an MDP. Then, a reduction func-
tion A: S ! 2 for M is an ample set reduction function if it satises the following conditions in every
state s 2 S:
A0 ; 6= A(s)  en(s);
A1 If A(s) 6= en(s) then A(s)  I;
A2 For every path s  
a1   ! s1  
a2   !   
an   ! sn  
b ! t in M such that b 62 A(s) and b depends on A(s), there exists
an 1  i  n such that ai 2 A(s);
A3 For every path s  
a1   ! s1  
a2   !   
an   ! sn in MA with sn = s, A(si) = en(si) for at least one 1  i  n;
A4 If A(s) 6= en(s), then jA(s)j = 1 and a is deterministic.
Note that condition A0 is based on the assumption that the original MDP does not have terminal states;
if it does, we should allow A(s) = ; if en(s) = ;. The following result from [8] indicates why ample sets are
sound for MDP reduction.
Theorem 10. If A is an ample set reduction function for M, then M pvb MA, and consequently M
and MA satisfy the same PCTL

nX-formulae.
3.2. Conuence
As conuence was introduced in [10] for action-based probabilistic automata, we reformulate the theory
in terms in MDPs to be able to compare it to the ample set method. First, we need to introduce the notion
of equivalence up to T-steps: a way of saying that two probability distributions are basically the same,
except possibly for some intermediate transitions from a set T.
Denition 11 (Equivalence up to T-steps). Let M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L) be an MDP, T  M a set of
deterministic transitions of M, and ; 2 Distr(S) two distributions. Then, we say that  is equivalent up
to T-steps to , denoted by   T , if there exists a partition spt() =
Un
i=1 Si of the support of  and an
ordering spt() = fs1;:::;sng of the support of , such that
81  i  n : (Si) = (si) ^ (Si = fsig _ (8s 2 Si : 9a 2  : (s;a;1si) 2 T)):
With respect to the notion of equivalence up to c-steps of [10] this denition is slightly more general,
as we allow states in the support of  to directly correspond to states in the support of , without requiring
a T-step in between. As a result, the probabilistic variant of strong conuence that we dene later on now
precisely corresponds to the nonprobabilistic variant if all transitions are deterministic.
The next lemma states that, given a deterministic transition (s;a;1s0), the distribution from s associated
with an action b independent from a is equivalent up to f(t;a;t0)g-steps to the distribution associated with
the same action from s0.
Lemma 12. Let a;b 2  be two independent actions, let a be deterministic and let T be the set of transitions
labelled with a. Also, let fa;bg  en(s), and assume that s  
a ! s0. Then P(s;b)  T P(s0;b).
Proof. For any t 2 spt(P(s0;b)), let Rt = fr 2 spt(P(s;b)) j r  
a ! tg be the set of states that might be reached
after the action b from s and can reach t by an a-action. As a and b are independent, Rt is not empty, and
5when taking into account the assumption that a is deterministic it follows that fRt j t 2 spt(P(s0;b))g is a
partitioning of spt(P(s;b)). Now, indeed
P(s0;b)(t) =
X
s002S
P(s;a)(s00)  P(s00;b)(t) =
X
s002S
P(s;b)(s00)  P(s00;a)(t)
=
X
s002Rt
P(s;b)(s00)  P(s00;a)(t) = P(s;b)(Rt):
The rst equality follows from the fact that a is deterministic, the second from the independence of a and b,
the third from the denition of Rt and the fourth from the fact that a is deterministic.
Also, by denition of Rt and T and the fact that a is deterministic, it holds that 8s 2 Rt : 9a 2  :
(s;a;1t) 2 T.
Based on the relation introduced above, strong probabilistic conuence for MDPs can be dened easily.
Denition 13 (Strong probabilistic conuence). Let M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L) be an MDP. A set T  M
of transitions of M is strongly probabilistically conuent if for all (s;a;) 2 T the following conditions
hold:
1. There exists an s0 2 S such that  = 1s0, and (s;a;) is stuttering;
2. For every b 2 en(s), either P(s;b)  T P(s0;b) or P(s;b) = 1s0.
A transition (s;a;) is said to be strongly probabilistically conuent if there exists a strongly probabilistically
conuent set T such that (s;a;) 2 T.
From now on, we will use conuent as an abbreviation of strongly probabilistically conuent.
Denition 14 (Conuence reduction). Given an MDP M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L), a reduction function
T : S ! 2 is a conuence reduction function for M if there exists some conuent set T0 such that, for
every s 2 S,
 if T(s) 6= en(s), then T(s) = fag for some a 2  such that (s;a;1t) 2 T0 for some t 2 S.
Note that, in every state, a conuence reduction function either fully explores all outgoing transitions
or explores only one of them (which is then required to be conuent). This way, the possibility exists
that conuent transitions are taken indenitely, ignoring the presence of other actions. This problem is
well-known in the theory of partial-order reduction as the ignoring problem [14], and is dealt with by the
cycle condition A3 of the ample set method. We can just as easily deal with it in the context of conuence
reduction by requiring the reduction function to be acyclic. In Section 5 we will look at an alternative
approach.
Theorem 15. If T is an acyclic conuence reduction for an MDP M, then M pvb MT.
Proof. Let M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L) be an MDP and T an acyclic conuence reduction. To prove that
M pvb MT, we provide a probabilistic visible bisimulation R for (M;MT), relating states that are con-
nected by conuent transitions.
Let T be the set of conuent transitions associated with T, by denition of conuence reductions. Let
RT  S  S be the minimal relation such that (s;s0) 2 RT if and only if there exists a conuent transition
(s;a;1s0) 2 T. Then, let R be the reexive and transitive closure of RT, and R = R \ (S  ST). Note
that R is still transitive, and that it is reexive for the states of ST.
We show that R is a probabilistic visible simulation. Clearly, (s0;s0) 2 R, because of reexivity of R
and the fact that reduction functions always preserve initial states. Moreover, for every (s;s0) 2 R, the
conditions presented in Denition 7 hold:
1. Since all conuent transitions are stuttering, by denition L(s) = L(s0).
62. Let a 2 en(s). We make a case distinction between the situation that (i) there are no conuent
transitions that start at s and (ii) there is at least one conuent transition (s;b;1t) 2 T (with
potentially a = b).
(i) If there are no conuent transitions from s, it must be the case that s = s0, and condition 2(b) holds
trivially by taking the empty path and noting that T(s) = en(s) must hold by denition of conuence
reductions.
(ii) If there is a conuent transition (s;b;1t) 2 T, then condition 2(a) holds immediately if a = b
because of the denition of conuence and the transitivity of R. So, from now on assume that
a 6= b. As b is conuent, either P(s;a)  T  P(t;a), or P(s;a) = 1t. In the latter case, condition
2(a) holds again by transitivity of R (the fact that a is stuttering immediately follows from the
observations that b is stuttering because of conuence, and that a and b have the same source and
target state). In the former case, 2(b) holds by an easy tiling argument, relying on Lemma 32 from [11]
and Proposition 5.2.1.1 from [15].
3. Let s  
b1b2:::       ! be an innite stuttering and deterministic path of M, such that (si;s0) 2 R for every
state si on this path.
Firstly, if s0 = sj for some j in the path, there are two possibilities. (i) If the transition sj  
bj+1     ! sj+1 is
a transition of MT, this is also the required nite stuttering path. By assumption we have (s;sj) 2 R,
and due to the assumption that sj+1 2 ST and the reexivity of R for this set, it holds that
(sj+1;sj+1) 2 R. (ii) If sj  
bj+1     ! sj+1 is not a transition of MT, then apparently T(s0) 6= en(s0)
and by denition of conuence reductions there is some conuent transition that is enabled from
s0 in MT, say s0  
a ! s00. This path is stuttering and deterministic, by assumption (s;s0) 2 R, and
since s0 is on the path from s, also (s;s00) 2 R by transitivity of R.
Secondly, if s0 is not on the innite path, by assumption there is some conuent path from every state
on the path to s0. Pick si such that the transition si  
bi+1     ! si+1 is not on the conuent path from
si to s0; such a state must exist, since s0 is not on the innite path. Now, let si  
c1:::cn         ! s0 be the
shortest conuent path in MT from si to s0, and let si+1  
c
0
1:::c
0
m         ! s0 be the shortest conuent path
in MT from si+1 to s0. (i) If m = n, then it must be the case that the transition si  
bi+1     ! si+1 is
mimicked by s0  
bi+1     ! s00 for some s00, such that there is a conuent path from si+1 to s00. After all, the
only way in which this would be avoided is by resorting to the clause P(s;b) = 1s0 of the denition of
conuence; in that case, however, the path from si+1 to s0 would have been shorter. So, (s;s0) 2 R
and (si+1;s00) 2 R, and we're done. (ii) If m < n, then argument can be repeated from si+1. As
we can never reach m = 0 (since we assumed that s0 was not on the innite path), this must end
somewhere with m = n, in which case the above applies.
To prove that R 1 is a probabilistic visible simulation, assume (s;s0) 2 R 1.
1. L(s) = L(s0) as above.
2. By denition, there must exist a (possibly trivial) conuent path from s0 to s, and all the states on
that path are clearly related to s. Thus, the s00 required for condition 2(b) is actually s itself. The
requirement holds, as all transitions that start from s in MT are also transitions of M.
3. The third condition is also easily satised, as any innite stuttering and deterministic path of MT is
at the same time also an innite stuttering and deterministic path of M. Again, there must exist a
(possibly trivial) conuent path from s0 to s, and all the states on that path are clearly related to s.
Then, by reexivity of R the condition is satised.
Proposition 3.4.10 from [16], gives the following corollary.
Corollary 16. If T is an acyclic conuence reduction function for M, then M and MT satisfy the same
PCTL

nX-formulae.
4. A Comparison of Ample Sets and Conuence
The relationship between ample sets and conuence is given by the following theorem. It shows that, if
the ample set method allows a state to explore only one of its outgoing transitions, the conuence method
also allows this. Therefore, any reduction enabled by the use of ample sets is also enabled by conuence.
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Figure 1: Conuence triumphs over ample sets.
Theorem 17. Let A be an ample set reduction function for the MDP M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L). Then, the
set TA =
[
s2S
f(s;a;1t) j a 2 A(s)g is acyclic, and consists of conuent transitions.
Proof. Firstly, the fact that TA is acyclic follows from the ample set condition A3: a cycle of nontrivial
transitions would violate the condition.
The set TA might not be conuent, but we show there is a conuent set T  TA. Let T be dened as
the minimal set that satises the following:
 T  TA;
 if (s;a;1t) 2 T and b 2 en(s) (b 6= a), and P(s;b) 6= 1t, then it holds that f(s0;a;1s1) j s0 2
spt(P(s;b));(s0;a;1s1) 2 Mg  T.
To prove that T is conuent, rst note that by denition of ample sets, only deterministic and stuttering
transitions are ever added to the set. Second, let (s;a;1t) 2 T and let (s;b;) be a transition of M. If we
can prove that a and b are independent, conuence follows from Lemma 12.
By denition of T, there must be some state s0 and a path s0  
b1:::bn         ! s such that bi 6= a for each i, and
a 2 A(s0). Then, A(s0) = fag, by condition A4 of ample sets. Condition A2 guarantees that if b depends
on a, we would have at least one bi 2 A(s0), contradicting A4. Thus, a and b are independent.
On the other hand, it is not the case that every conuent transition can be chosen to be in a nontrivial
ample set, as illustrated by the following example.
Example 18. Consider the MDPs in Figure 1 (with the atomic propositions per state indicated in brackets).
For these MDPs, all transitions are deterministic.
In Figure 1(a), both transitions (and therefore in this case also both actions) are stuttering, since
L(s1) = L(s2). Also, they are conuent due to the disjunct P(s;b) = 1s0 of the second condition of conu-
ence. However, as the actions are dependent, the only valid ample set for s1 is fa;bg.
In Figure 1(b), the action c is stuttering. Consequently, the c-transition is strongly probabilistically
conuent, due to the disjunct Si = fsig in the denition of equivalence up to T-steps. However, fcg is not
a valid ample set at s1, as condition A2 is violated.
Finally, in Figure 1(c) the ample set of state s1 could in principle be feg, were it not the case that later
on in the system e and f disable each other. Conuence is of a more local nature, and could reduce in this
case. Even if the e-action from s3 to s4 would be named dierently, conuence would not care about this,
as opposed to the ample set conditions.
The dierence between conuence and ample set reduction is mainly due to the fact that conuence is
dened based on the actual low-level transitions of the model, whereas the independence notion of ample set
reduction works on higher-level actions. However, heuristics for detecting conuent transitions symbolically
often also take this action-based point of view, diminishing the dierences [4, 10].
A natural question to ask is whether conuence and ample sets coincide if we restrict the notion of
conuence slightly. We rst provide the adapted notions, and then prove that every conuent transition
8indeed can be chosen as an ample set in that case. To make conuence coincide with ample sets, we cannot
allow conuent transitions to directly go to the same state anymore; they always need to occur in the
diamond structure of independence. Therefore, equivalence up to T-steps should be restricted, not allowing
Si = fsig anymore.
Denition 19 (Equivalence up to T-steps (version 2)). Let M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L) be an MDP, T  M
a set of deterministic transitions of M, and ; 2 Distr(S) two distributions. Then, we say that  is
equivalent up to T-steps to , denoted by   T , if there exists a partition spt() =
Un
i=1 Si of the support
of  and an ordering spt() = fs1;:::;sng of the support of , such that
81  i  n : (Si) = (si) ^ 8s 2 Si : 9a 2  : (s;a;1si) 2 T:
Moreover, strong probabilistic conuence cannot allow anymore that an action b from a state s with a
conuent transition (s;a;1t) immediately goes to t.
Denition 20 (Strong probabilistic conuence (version 2)). Let M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L) be an MDP. A set
T  M of transitions is strongly probabilistically conuent if and only if for all (s;a;) 2 T the following
hold:
1. There exists an s0 2 S such that  = 1s0, and (s;a;) is stuttering;
2. For every b 2 en(s) (b 6= a), it holds that P(s;b)  T P(s0;b).
For condition 2 of the adapted denition of conuence, we had to add the restriction b 6= a, otherwise
conuent transitions would not commute with themselves.
To build ample sets based on conuence information, we also need to require conuent transitions to all
be named identically, and that this conuent action does not occur as a label of any nonconuent transition.
Theorem 21. Let M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L) be an MDP, and let T : S ! 2 be an acyclic conuence
reduction function under Denition 19 and 20. Assume that all nontrivial transitions of T have the same
label, which is dierent from the labels of the other transitions. Then, T is an ample set reduction function.
Proof. Let s 2 S be an arbitrary state. If T(s) = en(s) then all conditions hold, so assume that T(s) 6= en(s).
Thus, by denition of conuence, T(s) = fag for some a 2 I such that s has a deterministic outgoing
transition (s;a;1t).
Condition A0 is clearly satised. Moreover, A1 follows from fact that only stuttering transitions can be
conuent, A3 from the acyclicity of T and A4 by construction and from the fact that all conuent transitions
are deterministic.
To see that A2 holds, we show that if s  
a1   ! s1  
a2   !   
an   ! sn  
b ! s0 is a path in M and b 6= a, then b is
independent of a (so A2 holds vacuously). To show this, we prove the stronger statement that every action
b 6= a is independent of a.
Take an arbitrary action b 6= a, consider any state s 2 S such that fa;bg  en(s), and let (s;a;1t) 2 T.
Due to conuence, P(s;b)  T P(t;b). Now, from the conjunct 8s 2 Si : 9a 2  : (s;a;1si) 2 T of the
denition of  T and the fact the T only contains a-transitions, the rst condition for independence is
satised. For the second condition, observe that
X
s02S
P(s;a)(s0)  P(s0;b)(u) = P(t;b)(u) =
X
s02Su
P(s;b)(s0) =
X
s
02S
s
0 
a !u
P(s;b)(s0)
=
X
s02S
P(s;b)(s0)  P(s0;a)(u)
where the rst and last step follow from the fact that a is deterministic, the second and third from the
denition of  T. We used Su to denote the class in the partitioning according to  T, corresponding to
state u.
Since the proof of Theorem 17 does not rely on the liberal aspects of the denition of conuence that we
just removed, the following corollary is immediate from Theorem 17 and Theorem 21.
9Corollary 22. Under Denition 19 and 20, probabilistic ample set reduction and probabilistic conuence
reduction coincide.
As all of our propositions and theorems hold just as well in case there are no probabilistic transitions,
and the probabilistic notions of ample set reduction and conuence reduction in that case reduce to their
non-probabilistic variants, the following corollary is also immediate.
Corollary 23. In the non-probabilistic setting, conuence reduction is able to reduce more than ample set
reduction. With some minor adjustments (as in Denition 19 and 20), the two notions coincide.
5. Practical Implications of the Theory
Instead of requiring acyclicity directly, the probabilistic conuence reduction technique of [10] uses the
method of representative states, as introduced in [4]. Basically, for this we perceive the system as being
partitioned into sets of states that can reach a common representative through conuent transitions. As
each state in such a set Si can, according to Theorem 15, simulate all other states in Si, we can just take one
of them as a representative for that set and omit the other states. To make sure that all visible transition
are enabled immediately from the representative (without the need of some conuent transitions rst), we
need to choose the representative from the terminal strongly connected component (TSCC) of the sub-MDP
restricted by the states of Si and the conuent transitions. The representative can easily be found using
a slightly adapted variant of Tarjan's algorithm for strongly connected components, as explained in detail
in [4, 5].
We now introduce the technicalities needed to work with representatives. First, we dene a notation
for paths containing only transitions from a given set. Second, we introduce a representation map to be a
function assigning a representative state to every state of the MDP.
Denition 24 (Restricted paths). Let M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L) be an MDP, and T  M a subset of its
transitions. We write s T s0 if there is a path from s to s0 that consists solely of transitions that are in T.
Denition 25 (Representation map). Let M be an MDP, and T  M a subset of its transitions. Then,
a function T : S ! S is a representation map for M under T, if
 8s;s0 2 S : (s;a;1s0) 2 T ) T(s) = T(s0);
 8s : s T T(s).
The rst condition makes sure that states that can reach each other via T-transitions have the same
representative, and the second ascertains that every representative is in a TSCC when restricting to T-
transitions.
Proposition 26. Let M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L) be a nite MDP, and T either a strongly probabilistically
conuent set of its transitions, or the set of nontrivial transitions of an ample set reduction function. Then,
there exists a representation map for M under T.
Proof. Clearly, every nite graph contains at least one TSCC for any choice of T. As stated in [4], this
TSCC is unique in every connected subgraph of M if T contains only conuent transitions. Also in case T
is the set of nontrivial transitions of an ample set reduction the TSCCs are unique, due to the restriction
that T can contain at most one transition per state. Hence, no branching into distinct TSCCs is possible
inside a T-connected subgraph.
The following denition states how, given an MDP and a representation map, the reduced MDP is
constructed.
Denition 27 (Quotient MDP). Let M = (S;;P;s0;AP;L) be a nite MDP, and  a representation map
for M under T. The quotient MDP is dened as M = (S;;P;s0
;AP;L) where
10 S = f(s) j s 2 Sg;
 P(s;a) =  if and only if either (s;a;) = 2 T and there exists some t 2 S such that (t) = s and
8s0 2 S : (s0) =
X
s2 1(s0)
P(t;a)(s), or  = 1s and there is some (s;a;) 2 T.
 s0
 = (s0);
 L(s) = L(s) for every s 2 S.
The denition of the quotient is slightly dierent from the one given in [11]. We include a self-loop
to the states of the quotient in case there is an outgoing conuent transition from the representative; its
justication is to handle innite deterministic stuttering paths correctly in probabilistic visible bisimulation.
The construction is even easier for a representation map under a conuent set of transitions, as the fact
that representatives are in TSCCs comes in handy. For every transition t  
a ! 0 there is a corresponding
transition (t)  
a ! 0. Hence, for the construction of P(s;a) we only have to consider the transitions of s
itself.
Theorem 28. Let M be an MDP and T be a set of conuent transitions (not necessarily acyclic). If  is
a representation map for M under T, then M pvb M.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 15 works with minor modications. The most important feature is that for
all s, (s) can be reached via conuent transitions. Let R  S  S be a relation that contains exactly all
pairs (s;(s)). Let (s;s0) 2 R.
1. L(s) = L((s)) is obvious from the requirements on representation maps and the fact that conuent
transitions are stuttering;
2. Let a 2 en(s). If the transition (s;a;) is conuent, (a) follows immediately, so assume it is not conu-
ent. Let w(s1;s2) = P(s;a)(s1) if s2 = (s1) and zero otherwise. Then P(s0;a)(s2) =
X
s12S
w(s1;s2),
and P(s;a)(s1) =
X
s22S
w(s1;s2), and thus P(s;a) vR P(s0;a).
3. Let s  
b1b2:::       ! be an innite stuttering and deterministic path of M, and (si;s0) 2 R for every si on
this path. This means that also (si) = s0. If all the transitions on the path are in T, then (s0;bi;1s0)
is a transition of M and the property follows. If (si;bi+1;1si+1) is not in T, then by denition of
the quotient, there is some state t such that P(s0;bi+1) = 1t, and si+1 2  1(t). However, this is
equivalent to t = s0, and the property follows.
In the other direction, point 1 is trivial, and point 2 is proven by using the same weight function but reversed.
For point 3, assume s  
b1b2:::       ! is an innite stuttering and deterministic path of M, and (si;s0) 2 R 1 for
all i. By denition, then all si are the same! Whether all the stuttering transitions are conuent or not, by
denition of P the innite path is simply a self-loop in s0, and as such, corresponds to a stuttering cycle in
the connected T-subgraph of M, and the requirement is met.
Theorem 28 is useful, not only for conuence reduction, but also for ample set reduction, in that it
allows us to do away with the cycle condition A3. After all, from Theorem 15 we know that every ample
set reduction is an acyclic conuence reduction. It is easy to see that every ample set reduction without
A3 is still a conuence reduction, albeit possibly not acyclic anymore. However, as acyclicity is also not
needed for Theorem 28, the representative approach can just as well be applied to partial-order reduction
using ample sets without the cycle condition.
Basically, using this result, state space generation of MDPs using either conuence or ample sets can be
done as follows. Whenever a state is visited during the generation of the state space, nontrivial transitions
of the reduction function are traversed until a TSCC is reached (see [5] for the details of a variant of Tarjan's
algorithm that does precisely this). Then, instead of the original state, any representative state from this
TSCC is chosen as its replacement. That way, cyclicity of the reduction is avoided, and a smaller state space
is obtained.
116. Conclusions and Future Work
We redened probabilistic conuence reduction to an MDP-based setting, enabling a comparison to
probabilistic partial-order reduction based on ample sets. We proved that every non-trivial ample set can
be mimicked by a conuent set, and that in some cases reductions are possible using conuence but not
using ample sets. Therefore, at least in theory conuence reduction is able to reduce more than the ample
set method. We also showed the exact way in which conuence would have to be strengthened for the two
notions to coincide. These results also hold for the non-probabilistic variants of the two reduction techniques.
Our observation that probabilistic ample set reduction can be mimicked by probabilistic conuence
reduction has additional implications, some of which are highly practical. One such implication is that the
use of a representation map for reduced state space generation, already applied earlier in combination with
conuence reduction, can also be applied for partial-order reduction. Furthermore, as a nontrivial result,
the cycle condition can be omitted, when using the representation map.
As both ample sets and conuence are detected symbolically on the language level, the quality of the
heuristics applied there will decide which notion works best in practice. The results in this paper already
strengthen our theoretical understanding of the two methods, and this is independent of the heuristics that
are applied. Also, no matter how such heuristics might be improved, the results in this paper will remain
valid. Even though a case study on probabilistic conuence reduction in [10] seemed to outperform similar
reduction based on ample sets, future work could focus more on the relative merits of the two notions in
practice and potentially on the improvement of the syntactical heuristics, if some \best of both worlds"
approach is found.
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